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Abstract
Background and aim: Test of maximal oxygen consumption is the gold standard for measuring cardiopulmonary fitness. This study aimed to determine correlation of Gerkin, Queen's College, George, and Jackson
methods in estimating maximal oxygen consumption, and demographic factors affecting maximal oxygen
consumption.
Methods: This descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in a census of medical emergency students
(n=57) in Qazvin University of Medical Sciences in 2016. The subjects firstly completed the General Health
Questionnaire (PAR-Q) and demographic characteristics. Then eligible subjects were assessed using exercise
tests of Gerkin treadmill, Queen’s College steps and non-exercise George, and Jackson. Data analysis was carried
out using independent t-test, one way analysis of variance and Pearson correlation in the SPSS software.
Results: The mean age of participants was 21.69±4.99 years. The mean of maximal oxygen consumption using
Gerkin, Queen's College, George, and Jackson tests was 4.17, 3.36, 3.64, 3.63 liters per minute, respectively.
Pearson statistical test showed a significant correlation among fours tests. George and Jackson tests had the
greatest correlation (r=0.85, p>0.001). Results of tests of one-way analysis of variance and t-test showed a
significant relationship between independent variable of weight and height in four tests, and dependent variable
of maximal oxygen consumption. Also, there was a significant relationship between variable of body mass index
in two tests of Gerkin and Queen’s College and variable of exercise hours per week with the George and Jackson
tests (p>0.001).
Conclusion: Given the obtained correlation, these tests have the potential to replace each other as necessary, so
that the non-exercise Jackson test can be used instead of the Gerkin test.
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1. Introduction
Awareness of appropriate function of the cardio-pulmonary system can be effective in health promotion planning.
As people with cardio-pulmonary fitness and higher aerobic power can survive longer in hard work and fatigue.
Therefore, a test of maximal oxygen consumption is the gold standard for measuring cardio-pulmonary fitness (1, 2).
Maximal oxygen consumption is maximum power for consuming oxygen (liter per minute) during physical activity,
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which depends on many factors including hereditary, age, gender and exercise. Maximal oxygen consumption can
be measured in a lab, field or by a questionnaire (without activity). The lab method has a high accuracy and
reliability. However, it is not always possible to assess aerobic fitness using a lab method due to lack of access to lab
equipment, expensive equipment and not performing the lab test in any condition. Thus, researchers use field
methods based on simple performance and being inexpensive, despite lower accuracy and reliability. On the other
hand, some researchers are not able to use field methods due to inappropriate time and place and lack of
cooperation. Therefore, non-activity tests were evaluated for assessment of aerobic power in individuals. Field tests
can be referred as Gerkin treadmill and Queen’s College step, and non-activity tests can be referred as George and
Jackson tests. The Gerkin treadmill test was approved and evaluated by the National Society of Fire Protection in
1997. One of the main advantages of this test is its simplicity, without the need for advanced equipment, lower cost
compared to direct measurement of maximal oxygen consumption and lower risk for people with heart disease (2,
3). Queen’s College step test was designed by McArdel et al. in 1972, which estimates maximal oxygen
consumption through reaction of heart rate in the refractory period. This method determines aerobic fitness and has
less step height, slower pace, shorter and more simple analysis compared to other step tests such as Harvard.
Advantages of this method are that there is less requirement for equipment, its cost, it is less time-consuming, and its
self-administration (4-6). In 1990, Jackson et al. developed regression equation for a diverse sample of 2000 men
and women. It can be used for calculating maximal oxygen consumption without an exercise test (7, 8). In 1997,
George et al. developed a new regression equation which can calculate maximal oxygen consumption through
variables of body mass index, score of physical activity and perceived practical ability. Target population of this test
is male and female students 18to 29 years with similar physical activity levels. Predicted accuracy of this equation is
R=0.86, SEE=3.34 ml/kg/min. The above-mentioned tests are assessed separately in many researches. No research
directly assessed these four tests or estimated maximal oxygen consumption in medical emergency students. Also
each test is carried out in different manners. Specific tools and equipment are required for conducting each test, and
not all of them may be available. Therefore, investigating correlation of these tests can be used in order to replace
these four tests in different conditions and places with different equipment. This study aimed to examine correlation
of Gerkin, Queen’s College and George, and in estimating maximal oxygen consumption.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Research design and sampling
This descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted in a census of medical emergency students (n= 57) in Qazvin
University of Medical Sciences in 2016. Sample size was conducted through a census of medical emergency
students who were eligible to be included in the study (n= 59).
2.2. Selection criteria
The inclusion criteria were the following: no history of cardio-pulmonary or musculoskeletal diseases, not taking
sedatives or pain relief medications, not working in a job with a high physical activity level. Physical activity
readiness. If a participant reported one of the signs and symptoms of cardiovascular problems, he was classified into
the high risk level and excluded from the study.
2.3. Measurement Tool
2.3.1. Demographic characteristics Checklist
This checklist consists of two parts. The first part was conducted through interviews with students, and the second
part was completed through measuring required parameters by the researchers. The first part of the questionnaire
includes questions about age, marital status, level of education, suffering from particular diseases, smoking, doing
exercise, taking medications. The second part of the questionnaire includes variables such as height, weight, body
mass index, heart rate (measured by a Beurer rate meter).
2.3.2. Questionnaire (PAR-Q):
It consists of questions about knowledge of general health. It was completed by individuals in order to verify their
health. This questionnaire classifies risk of cardiovascular problems during exercise into three levels of low,
moderate and high.
2.3.3. Rating Perceived exertion (RPE)
This questionnaire is used to determine the level of physical effort in participants. Individuals identify level of
feeling during activity in a range from without effort (score 6) to greatest effort (score 20).
2.3.4. Gerkin Treadmill Test
Required equipment for performing the test is a heart rate monitor and chronometer. Firstly, an individual starts
moving on the treadmill for 3 minutes with 3 miles per hour speed. After 3 minutes, the speed reaches to 4.5 miles
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per hour; the individual continues the activity at this speed. After 1 minute, 0.5 miles per hour is added to the speed
and 2% to the slope. When the heart rate reaches to 85% of maximum heart rate, the treadmill stops and recovery
hear rate is measured. The recovery heart rate is recorded in the end of a 3-minute cool down. Then maximal oxygen
consumption is calculated using a formula (2).
2.3.5. Queen’s College Step Test
Required equipment for performing this test include metronome, step in 16.25 in height or 41.3 cm, a heart rate
monitor and a chronometer. In this test, a metronome is set for men, at 22 steps per minute and for 3 minutes. Before
the test, the heart rate in rest is recorded, and 85% of maximal heart rate is calculated. The participant received
necessary teaching. The individual turns on the chronometer and starts the test. After 3 minutes, the heart rate is
recorded 15 seconds after the end of the test. If an individual was not able to continue the test for any reason, the
stop time is recorded, and the heart rate is recorded. Then, given the obtained heart rate after ending the test,
maximal oxygen consumption can be calculated through a formula (4, 5).
2.3.6. Jackson non-Exercise Test
Estimation of maximum aerobic capacity using this test, depends on the score obtained in a simple questionnaire
including history of exercise and parameters such as age, weight, height and gender. Thus, no exercise test is
needed; however, a measurement of exercise history can be obtained using the questionnaire. Then, maximal oxygen
consumption is calculated using a formula (7, 8).
2.3.7. George non-exercise Test
Estimation of maximum oxygen consumption using this test is similar to the Jackson no-exercise test. However,
classification of activity level is broader in the George test and includes scales of perceived functional ability (score
2- 26) and rate of physical activity (score 0 – 10). Maximal oxygen consumption is calculated using multiple
regression (9).
2.4. Data collection
In order to ensure more accuracy in data collection, each stage of work was conducted by the same researcher until
completion of sampling (completing questionnaire of general health and demographic characteristics, performing
Gerkin and Queen’s College tests, completing George and Jackson questionnaires). Students who met the inclusion
criteria and general health were selected. After presenting necessary explanations, tests of Gerkin aerobic treadmill
and Queen’s College step were performed. Participants must avoid doing any exercise, eating food, taking agents
affecting heart rate such as coffee, soft drinks, energetic pills and beverages, 24 hours before the test. Tests were
performed over two days. On the first day, participants completed the general health questionnaire, demographic
characteristics checklist and George and Jackson tests. Then, the step test was performed after two days.
2.5. Ethical consideration
This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee in Qazvin University of Medical Sciences
(IR.QUMS.REC.1395.40). The following measures were performed in order to prevent any physical and
psychological harm to the participants:
 Considering the inclusion criteria for the participants
 Completing general health for the participants and excluding participants with a positive response to one of
the questions
 Supervision of the step test by a physician in order to prevent any complication
 Voluntary participation in the study and optional withdrawal from the study
 Confidentiality of information about the participants
2.6. Statistical analysis
Data analysis were carried out using independent t-test, one way analysis of variance and Pearson correlation in the
SPSS software.
3. Results
The mean and standard deviation of age, weight, height and body mass index in the participants were 21.69±4.99
years, 76.19±11.23 kg, 177.50±4.88 cm, 24.15±3.18 kg/m2, respectively. A total of 83.9% of the participants were
single, and 5.4% were smokers. Mean and standard deviation of exercise hours per week were a reported 4.42±3.56
hours. The greatest amount of maximal oxygen consumption in the medical emergency students was an estimated
4.17 liters per minute using the Gerkin test, and the least was 3.36 liters per minute using the Queen’s College test.
Maximal oxygen consumption in the George and Jackson tests were obtained as 3.64 and 3.63 liters per minute,
respectively. The results of the t-test and analysis of variance showed a significant relationship between independent
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variables of weight (p<0.05 for George and Jackson tests and p<0.001 for the Gerkin and Queen’s College tests) and
height (p<0.001) with dependent variable of maximal oxygen consumption in fours tests. There was a significant
relationship between body mass index and Gerkin (p<0.001) and Queen’s College (p<0.05) tests. Exercise hours per
week also showed a significant relationship with George and Jackson tests (p<0.05). Relationship of other
independent variables with the dependent variable of maximal oxygen consumption is presented in Table 1.
Statistical test of Pearson correlation showed a significant relationship among four tests of maximal oxygen
consumption (p<0.001). George and Jackson tests showed the greatest correlation of 0.085 (Table 2).
Table 1. The relationship of population characteristics with VO2 max based on Independent sample T-Test or OneWay ANOVA
Variable
Mean maximum oxygen consumption (lit/min)
Jackson test George test Queen’s College test Gerkin test
Age (Years)
0.600
0.197
0.824
0.887
Weight (Kg)
0.042
0.043
<0.001
<0.001
Height (Cm)
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
BMI (Kg/m2)
0.063
0.146
0.030
<0.001
Exercise in week (Hours) 0.016
0.033
0.328
0.478
Smoking
0.803
0.608
0.301
0.366
Table 2. Correlation among Gerkin, Queen’s College, Jackson, and George tests
Gerkin Queen’s College Jackson George
Gerkin
Queen’s College 0.66
Jackson
0.69
0.51
George
0.67
0.55
0.85
4. Discussion
Test of maximal oxygen consumption is the gold standard for measuring cardio-pulmonary fitness. According to the
results, the most and least mean of maximal oxygen consumption in medical emergency students was estimated by
the Gerkin test and the Queen’s College test. The reason for such difference can be explained by affecting
parameters such as age, time of testing and body mass index in the Gerkin formula and recovery heart rate in the
Queen’s College formula. Given oxygen consumption is estimated by four tests, it can be concluded that participants
are able to perform heavy and very heavy work (10). Therefore, students were selected appropriately for the career
and are able to meet the requirements of an emergency-related job. These findings are consistent with results of
studies conducted by Vandermissen et al. (11), Mier et al. (3) on maximal oxygen consumption in firefighters,
Heydari et al. (12) and other studies (13-15) in different populations in terms of ability of performing heavy and
very heavy work. Findings of this study showed a significant relationship between weight and maximal oxygen
consumption which are consistent with studies conducted by Heydari et al. (12), Rafiee Pour et al. (16), Saremi et al.
(17), Arghavani et al. (18), Zare Derisi et al. (14) and Choobineh et al. (19). However, it is contradictory to the
results of a study conducted by Daneshmandi et al. (20). Results of this study showed a significant relationship
between height and maximal oxygen consumption. Findings of studies conducted by Heydari et al. (12), Rafiee Pour
et al. (16), Zare Derisi et al. (14) and Choobineh et al. (19) are consistent with results of this study. Findings of
studies conducted by Daneshmandi et al. (20), Saremi et al. (17), and Arghvani et al. (18) are contradictory to the
results of this study. Gerkin Treadmill and Queen’s College tests showed a significant relationship between body
mass index and maximal oxygen consumption, which is consistent with findings of studies conducted by Modasir et
al. (21), Vandermissen et al. (11), Hosseinabadi et al. (22), Daneshmandi et al. (13), Zare Derisi et al. (14) and
Choobineh et al. (19) and in contradictory to results of studies conducted by Arghavani et al. (18), Saremi et al. (17),
Ranjbar et al. (23). The reason of differences in weight, height and body mass index in estimating maximal oxygen
consumption in this study compared to other studies, can be explained by the difference in the group under
investigation and methods used for estimating maximal oxygen consumption. Significance between maximal oxygen
consumption and weight, height and body mass index can be explained by increased oxygen absorption in the
pulmonary system and transporting more glucose to the muscles through blood flow (12). As weight and height
increase, aerobic capacity increases, which is resulted from increasing systems dependent to maximal oxygen
consumption (heart, lung, blood volume and skeletal muscles) during exercise. As an individual grows, weight and
height increase, and these systems also grow. Significant relationship between exercise per week and maximal
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oxygen consumption obtained from Jackson and George tests is consistent with results of studies conducted by
Daneshmandi et al. (20) and contradictory to the results conducted by Rafiee Pour et al. (16), Hosseinabadi et al.
(22) and Arghavani et al. (18). The reason for such difference can be explained by the hours, frequency and intensity
of exercise per week. The relationship between maximal oxygen consumption and exercise per week can be
explained in that people exercise over different durations per week. Studies also showed the role of exercise in
improving physiological functions and aerobic capacity (19, 24). Findings of this study showed a significant
correlation between field tests (Gerkin ad Queen’s College) and non-exercise tests (Jackson and George). Findings
of studies conducted by Karegar Fard et al. (25), Zwiren et al. (26), Safrit et al. (27), and Plowman et al. (28)
approve findings of this study in terms of significance. Given greater correlation between the Gerkin exercise tests
and non-exercise Jackson test, with easy application and no requirement for equipment in the Jackson test, this test
can be used in the industry and cases in which participants do not cooperate in exercise. The main advantage of this
study is to examine correlation of four methods simultaneously in estimating maximal oxygen consumption in
medical emergency students. Limitations of this study were conducting the study on students of Qazvin University
of Medical Sciences and their age limitations. Therefore, the results cannot be generalized to the wider population or
students in other universities or working class.
5. Conclusions
In summary, this study showed the greatest amount of maximal oxygen consumption in medical emergency students
using the Gerkin test and the greatest correlation between the George and Jackson tests. Also, variables of weight
and height influence maximal oxygen consumption. There was a significant positive correlation between tests that
have implications. Thus, it is suggested to use non-exercise tests instead of exercise tests in the condition of less
access to the equipment. Further research is suggested on assessment of other dimensions of physical fitness in
personnel of field work in the future.
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